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Welcome letter Security Council:  
 
Greetings delegates! We extend you a warm welcome to TVSMUN XIV. 

 

The Security Council for us is a representation of the acknowledgement of vulnerability             

contersubstracted by power. International, comunal personal, any kind of security is pending on             

the decisions made in this committee, yet it's displeasing to say that people live in constant fear.                 

That for many of us is not acceptable, as a race we are expected to be afraid of external factors,                    

but it's unconscionable to be afraid of our own kind, our neighbours, our people. That's why we                 

are so concerned with the decision making of this committee and the fact that in a way or another                   

we are able to participate in it is recomforting. For this same reason we see and expect this model                   

as a whole to be a space for growth and acquisition. Not only in an academic matter but also                   

intrapersonal matters. So, please do see a chance of involvement between each other in              

nowadays matters. Lets make, together, the best out of any given chance. Moreover, Please, do               

not hesitate to contact us or ask us for anything at all. We are here for all of you with our whole                      

disposition. 

 

Our Best regards,  

Sophia Bernal & Antonia Zapata. 
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Introduction to the committee:  
 
What exactly is the Security Council? 

The United Nations have six main organs, those being: the General Assembly, the Economic and               

Social Council, the Security Council, the Trusteeship Council, the International Court of Justice,             

and the UN Secretariat. The Security Council, founded on October 24 of 1945, as one of the six                  

principal organs of the United Nations is responsible for the insurance of international security              

and peace, suggesting the admission of new UN members to the General Assembly, and the               

approving and concession of any changes to the UN Charter. 

 

Security council vision and mission?  

The Security Council has primary responsibility, under the United Nations Charter, for the             

maintenance of international peace and security. It is for the Security Council to determine when               

and where a UN peace operation should be deployed. 

 

Security Council jurisdiction? 

The article 25 of the UN charter goes like: “The Members of the United Nations agree to accept                  

and carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance with the present Charter.” this                

meaning that the international community will undertake the action course and decisions made             

by the committee.  

 

 

 

 

 
("How many members does the UN      
Security Council have, and who are      
they? - Quora", 2020) 
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Current members of the United Nations Security Council 

 
("Current Members | United Nations Security Council", 2020) 
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Topic A: Security discussion on limiting and/or abolishing the 
vetoes 

 
Introduction to the topic:  
 
The International community, seeking to meet the increasingly complex challenges of today’s            

worlds peacekeeping and security, has entered into discussions, addressed by the General            

assembly means of reforming the United Nations Security Council, into a more inclusive and              

wide committee that succeeds to accomplish international needs. Permanent members of the            

committee specifically the vetoes have been called out for the wrong usage of the right to veto                 

(not prioritising international needs), in their own nations benefits overlapping international           

peace and security. Moreover some of the previously stated members and some of the              

permanent members have at least planned upon limitations of the right to veto. 

 
 
 Historical Background:  
 

A list of some of the vetoed resolutions throughout history, which reasons range from              

permanency, applications, regulations interventions to admissions from the 5 veto powers. The            

veto itself refers to the power possessed by the P5, the five permanent members of the Security                 

Council to veto any "substantive" resolution, in the case that any of these members cast a                

negative vote the resolution or decision would not be approved 
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Date Permanent 
member(s) 
casting the  
vetoe 

Reference of the   
resolution (draft) 

About the Resolution 

16 February 1946 USSR S/PV.23 Letter from the Heads of     
the Lebanese and Syrian    
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delegations to the   
Secretary-General dated 4   
February 1946 

29 August 1946 USSR S/PV.57 Application for  
Membership Transjordan 

21 August 1947 USSR S/PV.190 Application for  
Membership Austria 

11 October 1949 USSR S/1398 Regulation and reduction   
of armaments and armed    
forces 

30 October 1956 UK 
FRANCE 

S/3710 (as amended) 
 
S/3713/Rev.1 (as  
amended) 

Letter dated 29 October    
1956 from the USA to the      
President of the Security    
Council concerning the   
Palestine question 

30 November 
1961 

USSR S/5006 Applications for  
Membership Kuwait 

25 August 1972 CHINA S/10771 Admission of new   
Members Bangladesh 

3 september 1975 USA S/11832 Admission of new   
Members Democratic  
Republic of Viet-Nam 

30 April 1981 FRANCE 
UK 
USA 

S/14459 The situation in Namibia 

18 June 1986 UK 
USA 

S/18163 Complaint by Angola   
against South Africa 

9 June 1989 USA S/20677 The situation in the    
occupied Arab territories 

23 December 1989 FRANCE 
UK 
USA 

S/21048 The situation in Panama 
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Find the complete list in https://research.un.org/en/docs/sc/quick 
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Veto was casted   
around 11  times 
 
-27/28 March 2001 
-14/15 December  
2001 
-20 December 2002 
-16 September 2003 
-14 October  2003 
-25 March 2004 
-05 october 2004 
-13 july 2006 
-11 november 2006 
-18 february 2011 
-1 June 2018 

USA 
 

- S/2001/270 
- S/2001/1199 
- S/2002/1385 
- S/2003/891 
- S/2003/980 
- S/2004/240 
- S/2004/783 
- S/2006/508 
- S/2006/878 
- S/2011/24 
- S/2018/516 

The situation in the Middle     
East, including the   
Palestinian question 

11 July 2008 China 
Russian 
Federation 

S/2008/447 Peace and security - Africa     
(Zimbabue) 

4 October 2011 Russian 
Federation 
China 

S/2011/612 Middle east- Syria 

28 February 2019 Russian 
Federation 
China 

S/2008/186 The situation in the    
Bolivarian Republic of   
Venezuela 

20 December 2019 China 
Russian 
Federation 
 

S/2019/961 The situation in the Middle     
East 

https://research.un.org/en/docs/sc/quick
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Here is a visual representation of the table up until 2015:          

 

 
 

The power of veto is not limited to just vote upon a resolution, or just any matter in the                   

committee. Its power is extended to the point of changing the course of history, as it has had                  

plenty of times in the past. Moreover, its roots and why was it granted to whom it was granted.                   

As a matter of fact the United Nations, therefore and so the UNSC, was not the first                 

international organization that seeks international peace and security. It was the LoN, league of              

Nations, which was an organization with the purpose of international collaboration formed on             

January 10/1920, initiated by the then victorious allied powers from World War I. 
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(Science & Archaeology, 2020) 
 

 

During the world wars periods the LoN members all had a veto, this caused              

complications and distress in the process of decision making, and so on account of that and                

other variables the LoN collapsed with the onset of World War II. Around the second half of                 

the 1940’s new initiatives of international cooperation to prevent war surged and so with the               

creation of the UN the same founders of this one restricted the veto considerably. And as time                 

went by a resolution came by the veto became a mechanism or right for the most powerful and                  

influential (in various manners) post-World War II era nations, such as what we now know the                

P5 (China, France, USA, UK, Russia) to block a resolution in the Security Council from               

getting pass. These same nations up until today continue to be some of the most influential and                 

powerful yet not necessarily as a whole representation worldwide nor the only ones that apply               
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to those categories. Yet it is important to know about the role that the permanent               

members have in the world. 

 
The same permanency and inclusion to the committee has been dictated by the veto, There                

were many attempts of many nations to not only become members but to be at least included as                  

non permanent members. There is a common belief that many of them were vetoed due to the                 

relationship with one of the P5 or they didn't go in accordance with the beliefs of these ones.                  

Some of the previously mentioned countries are: 

 

Member casting the veto: 

- USA 

- USSR/Russian Federation 

 

● Tasajordan (1946) - (1947) - (1949) 

● Iran (1946) - (1947) 

● Portugal (1946) - (1947) - (1949) 

● Italy (1947 twice) - (1948) - (1949) 

● Austria (1947) - (1949) 

● Finland (1947) - (1949) 

● Sri lanka (1948 twice) - (1949) 

● Nepal (1949) 

● Republic of korea (1949) 

● Ireland (1949) 

● Mauritania (1960) 

● Kuwait (1961) 

 

Some of the vetoed countries admission are: 
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● Italy (1952) 

● Libya (1952) 

● Japan (1952) - (1955) 

● Cambodia (1952) 

● Laos (1952) 

● Vietnam (1952) - (1957) - (1958) - (1976) 

● Republic of Korea (1957) - (1958) 

● Bangladesh (1972) 

● Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam (1975 twice) 

● Republic of South Viet-Nam (1975 twice) 

● Angola (1976) 

 

Relevant actors:  

 

The vetoes 

 

● People’s Republic of China 

In terms of a list, China and France have used the same amount of vetoes, 16 times up until July                    

2020. The position of the country on the topic is important to see the statements made by Ma                  

Zhaoxu, China's Permanent Representative to the United Nations of 2018-2019, the 20            

november 2018, “Beijing supports necessary reforms and prioritizes an increase in the            

representation of developing countries, namely African States. The only way to achieve reform             

is to implement relevant General Assembly resolutions and to pursue consensus‑based           

solutions.” The delegates disagree with Russian Federation position on the necessity of            

deadlines or arbitrary guidelines, meaning text based negotiations, inviting into instead           
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pursuing in depth negotiations and consensus. Defends to refrain to alter the management             

of intergovernmental negotiations  to other than the current, state-driven 

 

● French Republic 

In terms of a list, France and China have used the same amount of vetoes, 16 times up until July                    

2020. The position of the country on the topic is important to see the statements made by Anne                  

Gueguen, French Deputy Permanent Representative to the United Nations, the 20 november            

2018, “Council reform is as urgent as ever before, she said, adding that “it is up to the Assembly                   

to shoulder its responsibilities and conduct negotiations.” The Council must be more            

representative to maintain international peace and security. To make decisive progress,           

text‑based negotiations must begin as soon as possible. France wants the Council to account              

for the needs of new powers and supports the candidacy of Brazil, Germany, India and Japan as                 

permanent members alongside the increased representation of African States in permanent and            

non‑permanent positions”. Invites the permanent members to voluntarily suspend the use of the             

veto, primarily in situations of mass atrocities 

 

● Russian federation 

In terms of a list , the Russian Federation tops the list of used vetoes with 116 times up until                    

July 2020. The position of the country on the topic is important to see the statements made by                  

Alexey R. Boguslavskiy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, 20 november             

2018, “ The Russian Federation, as a permanent representative of the Council, agrees with the               

calls to make the Council more representative. However, efforts in this area should not have an                

impact on the Council’s ability to effectively and efficiently react to challenges. In this regard,               

the Russian Federation is in favour of maintaining the Council’s compact nature, he said, adding               

that the maximum membership should not exceed the low twenties.” If willing the Russian              

Federation stands by that the reformations should be owned by all the member states. Besides               

an consecosu the delegation stands by not carrying out artificial deadlines nor arbitrary             
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guidelines. Between, but not limited to, 1946 until 1949 the past known as USSR casted               

about 20 vetoes against applications to new permanent members in the council. Plus Between,              

but not limited to, 1952 to 1958 the delegation casted about 10 vetoes against the admission of                 

previously mentioned intended members.  

 

 

● The United kingdom 

In terms of a list, the UK Comes third on the vetoed resolutions list with 29 times up until July                    

2020. The position of the country on the topic it is important to see the statements made by                  

Jonathan Guy. Allen, Deputy Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom, 20 november            

2018, “ The United Kingdom supports efforts to modernize the Council’s working practices             

and welcomes initiatives aimed at making the organ’s work more efficient, inclusive and             

transparent. He said Council reform must ensure that its effectiveness is not compromised,             

adding that “too great an increase in size risks a cumbersome and slow decision‑making              

process”. The delegation hasn't used any vetoes to any resolution since 1989, the delegation              

defends it should only be used in exceptional circumstances and in accordance to the              

maintenance of peace and security worldwide. Also, states that the delegations should work             

harmoniously to develop any kind of resolution, leaning toward text based 

 

● The United States of America 

In terms of a list, USA comes second in the list of most usage of the veto with 81 times up until                      

July 2020. The position of the country on the topic is important to see the statements made by                  

Rodney M. Hunter, United States Counselor for Political Affairs, 20 november 2018, “his             

country supports a “modest expansion” of the Council in the permanent and non‑permanent             

categories. “Consideration of new permanent membership must consider candidates’ ability          

and willingness to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security,” he said,              

noting that the United States opposes any change to the veto.” Highlights the openness and               
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support for any form of intergovernmental negotiations and the resolution either being            

text‑based or another with the condition is a consensus of the whole committee. Also, agrees               

with the reformation of the council to respond to the challenges of the century, to help with its                  

effectiveness plus a  measured and analyzed expansion of the committee.  

 

 Current situation:  

 

● 20 of november 2018- Member states reunite for the call of Removing Veto Power also               

to Expand the United Nations Security Council to Include New Permanent Seats, as             

General Assembly Debates Reform Plans for 15-Member Organ (Referring to the           

UNSC). Plenty of nations have come forward to give statements, in favor or against,              

plenty have done petitions for the reform of the UNSC or the complete abolishment of               

the veto. Some of them of the current UNSC are: 

 

Sierra Leone 

Representing the affrican group and community, it is stated that Africa as a whole is opposed to                 

the veto itself. Yet if it's not to be abolished the committee must do a reform for it to comply                    

with what are the ideals of the UN Charter. Taking into account that most of the issues                 

discussed in the Security Council are related to Africa, it urges at least five non-permanent               

members and two permanent seats 

India 

Representing the position agreed by the also known as group of four (that includes Brazil,               

Germany, Japan and India itself), it is for the council to reiterate its legitimacy and become                

more effective to do an expansion not only of members but of working methods. Also, In favor                 

of normalising intergovernmental negotiations processes yet stands that they are not viable for             

the reason of the unwillingness of some nations to do changes and undermining the process.               
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Plus supports the creation of a process in which the reform is developed also through in                

text guidelines and clear consensus of the committee. 

Estonia  

Supports and encourages other delegations to act upon the code of conduct. Also, reinforces the               

French‑Mexican initiative on the use of the veto. Highlight the lack of representation not only               

of zones and continents but instead of each of the countries. Additionally highlights the              

historical injustice endured by the African continent, and so has an affinity for affrican common               

position and statements made by Sierra Leone in representation of these same one.  

Indonesia 

Highlights that as a committee the UNSC has failed to correctly accomplish some international              

humanitarian laws, human rights law and the Charter of the United Nations principles on              

repeated occasions. Also urges for the committee to take action, referring to a reform of it, so                 

the committee doesn't fail to accomplish the previous mentioned. Supports the abolishment of             

the right to veto, but is also willing to agree upon it when regulated.it also supports initiatives                 

that refrain the use of these one in situations of misdemeanour of the laws. Highlights the                

importance of adding at least four additional non‑permanent Council seats each for Asia, and an               

undetermined number for Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean. 

South Africa  

Note how the last and only expansion in the security council was 53 years ago and it was only                   

for seats for the non permanent members which led to an increase in only the number of                 

nonpermanent members. Reclaims that it is not justified for the continent to remain a world               

focus without a permanent member at least. Which led without a reform or change to undermine                

the Council’s legitimacy, credibility and high standing, with many situations ending in a             

stalemate. 

16 
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Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 

Representing the position of the “L.69” Group (developing countries in Africa), stating the need              

of change in accordance to the modern situations. Emphasizing a need to make the United               

Nations engaged and practical in handling the world’s most pressing challenges, yet that there              

are several steps that the Council could pursue. One of them is to truly make the UNSC                 

representative by expanding its permanent and non‑permanent membership. Also recommends          

More discussions on the matter to decide the course of action and its to prove its legitimacy, one                  

of the ways suggested is to make an intergovernmental negotiations calendar to be guided by.  

 

● Another of the oficial actions taken by the international community is the            

France-Mexico initiative and the act of code of conduct. he initiative consist in a              

declaration made in August 2015, in which the republic of France, with the support of               

the united Mexican States, launched the named “Political Declaration on Suspension of            

Veto Powers in Cases of Mass Atrocity,”. This declaration seeks the Permanent            

Members of the UN Security Council, P5, when faced with mass atrocities to voluntary              

restraint on the use of the veto. This declaration was supported by the following: 
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(information retrieved from "List of Supporters of the Political Declaration on Suspension of Veto - Global Centre                 
for the Responsibility to Protect", 2020) 
 
 
 

How the topics will be handled:  
 
As the security council, the situation should be handled, always seeking the compliance of              

human rights, the keeping of international peace and security. As a whole, the committee must               

prove and support the faults in the structure of the committee. Then establish a course of action                 

to overcome the conflicts, in a way the same directly involved and indirectly involved parties               

are willing to accept, in a way that, if passed, the resolutions lead to a newly formed United                  

Nations Security Council that is inclusive, aboard, effective, and accomplished the international            

needs. 

 

Another important aspect to take into account to follow through in any case are the counsel                

given by the General Assembly, specifically what was mentioned in one of their meetings by               

the GA president, and it goes like this “Overhaul of the Security Council must include               

streamlined working methods and a broader, more representative membership that reflected           
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geopolitical realities and prepared the body to fulfil its mandate of maintaining global             

peace and security, said delegates as the General Assembly began its debate on Council reform” 

 

 

Investigation questions: 

● In what ways would the complete abolishment of the vetoes powers affect the             

international community? 

● Has my country been affected by  any vetoed resolution? 

● In what ways does the includement of underrepresented countries benefit peacekeeping           

and international security? 

● Why is underrepresentation in the UNSC a problem? 

● How has the right to veto prevented or on the other hand engraved international              

security? 

● Until what extent has my country supported or developed any initiatives on the matter? 

● What initiatives are currently ongoing? How is my country implied or not in them? 

● To what extent the veto power has been useful to maintain peace among nations? 

 

QARMA’s: 

● Has the veto power been used wrongfully? If so would there be any sanction to the veto                 

casting permanent members? 

● If decided, what is the procedure that needs to be followed in order to do the reformals                 

on the committee? 

● Is it necessary to have the approval of all the permanent members to act upon the                

matter? 

● What issues would the limitations or abolishment bring to the international community?            

and so what disadvantages? 
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● Should the decision only be taken by UNSC or should it go through other organs               

of the UN? 

 

Supporting sources:   1

 
● https://www.dw.com/en/will-the-un-security-council-ever-be-reformed/a-41045697 

● https://www.un.org/press/en/2015/ga11715.doc.htm 

● https://www.globalpolicy.org/component/content/article/198/32893.html 

● https://www.globalpolicy.org/security-council/security-council-reform/41128-veto-analy

sis.html 

● http://stopillegitimatevetoes.org/about-the-veto/what-is-the-veto-and-how-did-it-come-t

o-be/ 

● https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/League_of_Nations 

● https://www.globalr2p.org/calling-for-a-unsc-code-of-conduct/ 

● https://www.un.org/press/en/2013/ga11450.doc.htm 

● https://www.un.org/en/ga/69/meetings/gadebate/29sep/ireland.shtml 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 See the Bibliography for all the sources 
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Topic B: Re-education camps in China for muslism minorities 
 

Introduction to the topic:  
 
The Xinjiang (northern religion of china) re-education camps, also known by the government of              

China like Vocational Education and Training Centers, have been constantly questioned by the             

international community. With the purpose of sinicization, these camps helding up to a million              

of composed muslim minorities, these camps have allegedly attempting against said minorities            

yet defended and backed up partially by the governmentamental groups of China such as the               

Chinese Communist Party. The international community has received complaints and          

allegations from not only the actions taken in these facilities but also the “unlawful” process               

taken to send people to these ones. 

 

 
Historical Background:  
 
The re education camps established by CCP (Chinese Comunist Party) General Secretary Xi             

Jinping's administration are also conducted CCP committee secretary, Chen Quanguo, where           

created with the purpose of approaching extremism countering terrorism promoting also social            

integretion. The party itself through history has become one of the largest political parties in the                

world, with about 85 million members, that to a large degree controls the political life of China,                  

also participating in creating policies and overseeing, that the provincial, central and the local              

organs carry the previou mentioned policies. 

 

Yet the base for the ideals of these camps take origin on certain dissension between the parties.                 

The now called minorities in China, the Uighur ethnic population used to be a majority in                
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Xinjiang and nearby regions. It's important to take into account the strategic position, and              

why it is one of the administrative regions in china. One of the main reasons is that Xinjiang                  

borders eight countries being Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Kazakhstan, India, Tajikistan, Afghanistan,          

Pakistan and Mongolia. 

  

("Why is there tension between China and the Uighurs?", 2020) 

 

Uighurs are for the most part Muslim and so the Islam is crucial in they identity culture and                  

daily implications they speak Uyğurçä also known as Eastern Turki. As for Xijiang, the              

economy relied on trade in the well known silkroad, yet delivering successful and promising              

figures. Shortly after 1949 Xinjiang officially became part of Communist China. By 1990’s             

activist surged supporting the collapse of the soviet union and the emergence of independent              

Muslim states in Central Asia. The activists and demonstrations were suppressed, and so by              

ethnic (like the restriction and limitation of prying places and overly control over religious              

schools), cultural (such as the major developmental projects that brought from eastern provinces             

attracting young and technically qualified Han Chinese meaning less employment to the natives             
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and the then present ethinic groups like the Uighurs, causing distress and resentment             

between them) and/or economical factors going on rooted new violence. The situation only             

aggravated when, and how it was reported in 2013 by Rights group Amnesty International,              

authorities criminalised "what they labelled 'illegal religious' and 'separatist' activities" and           

clamped down on "peaceful expressions of cultural identity". Xinjiang government departments           

made even more restrictions by July 2014, the holy month of Ramadan by restricting fasting,               

causing even more resentment between the parties involved, even some public demonstrations            

and attacks, were accredited to extremists Uighur groups. One of the groups notably present in               

the region and attributed to many attacks is the ETIM (East Turkestan Islamic Movement). Also               

known as The Turkistan Islamic Party of Turkestan Islamic Movement, is considered an Islamic              

extremist organization, rooted from Western China by Uyghur jihadists. 

 

("China is locking up its Muslim minorities, and pushing Islamophobia to get Europe to do it too", 2020) 
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Having in mind that the access to the data information and dates is highly controlled and                

limited to foreing journalist, some of the events and allegations, most with collateral and directs               

deaths from the disputes are: 

● In 2009, as the mass ethnic and religious rioting increased even in the capital, Urumqi,               

about 200 individuals were killed, primarily Han Chinese, according to the data given by              

officials. Afterwards the Security incremented producing also large scale detentions of           

Uighurs as suspects.  

● In the first half of 2012, a group of six Uighurs were reported for allegedly trying to                 

hijack a plane that was going from Hotan to the capital, Urumqi, yet were stopped and                

surpassed by passengers and crew. 

● In April and June of 2013, Local police of Shasan opened fire at what they described as                 

a mob armed with knives who were attacking some local government buildings, right             

after the openfire  27 people died. 

● In may 2014, explosives were thrown into the crowds about 31 people died and more               

than 90 suffered injuries. The government attributed these to extremist and terrorist            

groups, such as the ETIM (East Turkestan Islamic Movement). 

● In April 2014, on one of the Urumqi's south railways there was a knife and bomb attack                 

which led to the death of three and injured 79 others. It was attributed to the same                 

groups previously mentioned. 

● In September 2014, In luntai territory, outside police stations, markets and some shops,             

some explosions occurred leaving around 50 dead. Most information was gathered from            

social media. 

 

As a result of these disputes and many more the authorities made a new campaing which they                 

called "year-long campaign against terrorism", one of the measurments was drasticlly           

incrementing the security in Xinjiang followed up by more military drills in the region. Another               

aftermath was mass arrests and sentences of the groups attributed to the disputes, even some of                
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the people that were sent down for extremist activity had the death sentence. And so as                

an another initiative to counter attack not only the culprits but the ideas the reeducation camps                

were placed. 

 

Relevant actors:  
 
People's Republic of China 

 

The place where the camps are located is mostly but not limited to in Xingjian in the nation                  

northwest territory as shown below 

 
(Refugees, 2020) 

 

Chinese governmental organizations such as the Chinese Communist Party deny and protect the             

development and process made within these camps. The whole idea of the camps surges              

because of a situation China has been enduring, terrorist and extremist attacks, a ressenment              

between the parties that started way back in the occupation, structure and organization of the               
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same region. Manifestations and strides along the whole country have come to the             

international community attention yet, most of the information is previously intercepted by the             

chinese government. Many of the protestants claim that China exaggerates groups above the law              

like in this case the ETIM to justify repressive security and unjustified arrests. 

 

East Turkestan Islamic Movement 

 

("Turkistan Islamic Party", 2020) 

 

The East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM) is mostly known to be active in Xinjiang the               

north west of China, in these same provinces is where the majority of non extremist Uighur                

Muslims are, causing plenty of tension in between the parties and in many cases confusion. The                

ETIM wants to be established as independent and recognize Xinjiang's province independent            

from China; they call these provinces as East Turkestan. The group was founded by the local                

Hasan Mahusun, he was listed as one of China's most wanted terrorists of the time but died by a                   
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shot in 2003. Many groups beside the ETIM are inspired by their ideals and so follow                

through violent acts to accomplish these ones. 

The group itself is considered a terrorist group ETIM is designated by the USA under the                

Executive Order 13224, yet the group doesn't appear in the State Department's main list of               

Foreign Terrorist Organisations. 

 
 

Current situation:  
 

There are some initiatives taken by some nations condemning the actions taken in the              

reeducation camps. 

● On July 10 of 2019, There is a joint statement made by 22 countries. This statement was                 

accompanied by a letter destined to António Guterres Secretary General by other 5             

human right organizations representatives: Kumi Naidoo (the Secretary General Of          

Amnesty International), Kenneth Roth (the Executive Director of Human Rights Watch),           

Saman Zia-Zarifi (Secretary General International Commission of Jurists), Dimitris         

Christopoulos (President of the International Federation for Human Rights), Dolkun Isa           

(President of the World Uyghur Congress). The joint statement cosaignitors are shown            

below 
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In the statement and the letter summed up it expresses the concern of the representatives and the                 

countries on the reports of chinas large scale detention tartgeting muslim minorities, especially             

the Uiguhirs, it also makes a call upon China to reiterate its national laws and international                

obligations 

 

For now, the international community is still in process of recollecting information, most of it               

via a few selected journalists that were accepted by the government to go into the camps                

facilities, taking into account that most of the solicitudes made by other governments to include               

independent observers into the region have been declined and ignored. There is an abundance of               

calls and urges made by plenty of different countries, to both China (close up the camps) and                 

the UN (to intervene in the shortest notice) but not direct intervention to the camps themselves                

to protect China's sovereignty. In the same note the international community, specifically the             

United States of America has in previous occasions condemned and imposed some sanctions in              

the region on companies and the police. 

 

Additionally, the directive chair accompanied by Human Right Watch statistics, have           

issued the following: 

“Since 2017 Human Rights Watch stated that Uyghurs and other muslim minorites are being              

forced to live in these “Re-education camps” officialy named Vocational Education and            

Training Centers in China. The camps are accused of operating outside the legal system of               

China and of international law. Many Uyghrs have reported that they were held inside the               

camps without any type of trial or charges, violating several human rights. In 2018, United               

States Assistant Secretary of Defence said that “at least a million butl likely closer to three                

million citizens” were imprisoned in the camps, which he described as “concentration camps”.             

In 2019, more than 20 ambassadors of UN members signed a letter condemning China’s              

massive detention of Uyghurs and other minorities, urging them to close the camps             
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immediately. In 2020, different countries such as the United States have imposed            

economic sanctions to China.” 

 

 

How the topics will be handled:  
 
Reassurance of the human rights, the well proceduramenture, without infringing in any            

country's sovereignty. Any action taken will be in accordance with the UN Charter and the               

declaration of the Human Rights. Besides that, it is important to rough out, if decided, a course                 

of action on various topics like if there would be a sanctioned party, if it is necessary to relocate                   

the muslim minorities, how will the international act upon the conflict and moreover how to               

prevent a matter of this kind to ocurr again.  

 

 

Investigation questions: 

● Why hasn't the international community acted earlier upon this matter? 

● What is my country’s position on the matter? have they acted upon? 

● In what state and for what reasons are the people held in the camps? 

● How has my country participated or abstained to do so in the past on the matter? 

● What other countries have had a similar situation? Are there any other ongoing re              

education camps around the world? 

● The creation of the reeducation camps is based to counterattack terrosism, but why             

didn't China take the matter into the international community and proceeded to make             

these  measurements? 

 

QARMA’s: 
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● What is the best course of action to ensure the safety and human right compliance               

for the minorities held in the camps? 

● Is there any sanction needed to be imposed on any of the parties? 

 

 

 

Supporting sources:  

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swCf6Z5REwI&t=164s (video) 
● https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-50511063  
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmId2ZP3h0c (video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKpyaDZkNfU (video) 
● https://www.refworld.org/docid/5a942792a.html 
● https://edition.cnn.com/2019/07/11/asia/xinjiang-uyghur-un-letter-intl-hnk/index.html 
● https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-26414014. 
● https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/09/17/joint-letter-un-secretary-general-human-rights-vi

olations-xinjiang 
● https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/supporting_resources/190708_joint_statement_xi

njiang.pdf 
● https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/09/china-up-to-one-million-detained/ 
● https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/supporting_resources/190708_joint_statement_xi

njiang.pdf 
● https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/02/20/more-evidence-chinas-horrific-abuses-xinjiang 
● https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-24757974 
● https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-xinjiang-un-idUSKCN1LZ1H3  
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRBcP5BrffI (video) 
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